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Executive Summary

Data is the language of modern business. So, to succeed, organizations 
need people who can effectively speak it. Our study found that enterprises 
in Asia Pacific and Japan (APJ) understand better than those in any other 
region that there’s broad and deep value in a workforce empowered by 
improved data skills and literacy. Even with limited training initiatives, many 
have seen benefits in productivity, revenues, employee satisfaction, and 
retention from better understanding and acting on key, timely data. 

Yet, APJ decision-makers and rank-and-file workers disagree sharply about 
the adequacy and reach of existing data skills training. This disconnect 
threatens to hinder expansion and maturation of data literacy efforts and 
cripple development of a data-driven culture (data culture) that maximizes 
benefits and ultimately harms digital transformation and competitiveness. 

In November 2021, Tableau commissioned Forrester Consulting to explore 
the state of enterprise data literacy and culture and the organizational 
issues, challenges, and benefits that come with it. Forrester conducted an 
online survey with 310 decision-makers and 313 employees in Australia, 
Japan, and Singapore (as part of a larger global study, see appendix A for 
more details), across a wide range of industries and company sizes (see 
appendix B) to explore this topic.
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Definitions

Data literacy: Possessing the skills necessary to understand, explore, 
use, make decisions with, and communicate using data.

Data skills: The techniques used to extrapolate meaning from and to 
communicate discoveries with data. Basic data skills include data literacy 
and basic data analysis abilities. Advanced skills include data science, AI, 
machine learning, and advanced analysis techniques.

Data culture: The collective behaviors and beliefs of people that weaves 
data into the operations, mindset, and identity of an organization. Having 
a data culture improves decision-making by equipping everyone in the 
organization with the insights they need to be truly data-driven and to 
tackle complex business challenges.
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Key Findings

Data literacy dramatically improves innovation, decision-making, 
and employee retention. Employees who said they are highly 
satisfied with their organization’s data program were 10 times more 
likely to be highly satisfied with their organization overall, and nearly 
twice as likely to predict they would be at their organization in two 
years. Respondents from APJ enterprises said data training also 
improved employee satisfaction and work performance while reducing 
costs and increasing revenue. Respondents from organizations with 
high-maturity data skilling programs reported benefits 10% to 50%, 
higher than organizations with low-maturity initiatives across customer 
experience, innovation, employee retention, revenue increase, and 
more (see Appendix C for details about maturity levels). 

The data skills interests and expectations of Singapore and Japan 
are the highest in the world. Surveyed leaders and employees 
clearly recognize that data literacy is increasingly crucial for personal 
and organizational success now and during the next three years. 
Ninety-one percent of surveyed decision-makers from Singapore and 
Japan said they expect at least basic literacy within their department. 
However, Australia lags far behind the region and the world, with only 
71% of respondents from that country saying the same. Surveyed APJ 
leaders said they expect nearly 70% of employees to use data heavily 
in their jobs by 2025, which is nearly double the 38% rate in 2018.
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Many APJ workers feel under-skilled. Data training in the APJ region 
tends to be reserved for specific employees in traditional data roles. 
Across the countries surveyed, Japan leads in training for basic data 
skills and overall, and it is considerably above the global average for 
it, but the country lags its neighbors in advanced training. Singapore 
concentrates on advanced skills, primarily for traditional data-focused 
roles, and Australia is relatively balanced between the two levels. 
Thirty-eight percent of surveyed workers in the region said they have 
no access to training at all. So, unsurprisingly, only 36% of surveyed 
APJ employees said they believe their organization has equipped 
them with the data skills they need. Japan does slightly better than 
other APJ countries in this metric with 40% compared to with 35% in 
Singapore and only 33% in Australia.

Top obstacles include deficits of in-house resources and 
undeveloped data cultures. Surveyed APJ decision-makers said 
lack of staff knowledge on how to improve data skills is the biggest 
hindrance to basic and advanced data literacy. Lack of a data culture 
and organizational support round out the top-three challenges. Nearly 
80% of surveyed decision-makers said their department successfully 
provides its workers with needed data skills, but only 36% of 
employees said they feel the same. Some 78% of APJ organizations 
say employees should be responsible for their own training, which is 
the highest level worldwide.

Well-funded, centralized programs using outside expertise deliver 
maximum value. Our research shows that data upskilling initiatives, 
scaled across the organization with top management support 
can close skills gaps and produce clear benefits for employees, 
departments, organizations, and customers. These programs position 
enterprises for ongoing success and form a firm foundation for a 
vibrant data culture. 
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Surveyed APJ leaders and employees said they understand that the 
vast amounts of data harvested by their organizations greatly exceeds 
their ability to understand and use to advance key goals. Many said they 
recognize the continued, fast-growing importance of data literacy in a 
wide variety of jobs across the entire organization. Once required only of 
specialists, rank-and-file workers from human resources to product now 
need data skills to succeed in their daily work.   

However, despite the clear need and value, Forrester uncovered several 
concerning issues that APJ organizations must address. These include: 

• Existing training lacks reach. Only 37% of APJ organizations make 
data training available to all employees and 38% only offer training to 
employees in traditional data roles (see Figure 1), leaving these workers 
to pick up knowledge through ad-hoc, on-the-job learning, including 
from coworkers (see Figure 1). This stands in stark contrast to the 80% 
of decision-makers who said they feel their organization successfully 
equips its employees with the data skills they need.

Fast-Growing Need For Data Skills Outpaces Training 

Base: 1,032 director+ decision-makers at companies with 500+ employees offering data training Australia, Japan, or Singapore
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Tableau, a Salesforce company, November 2021

Figure 1

“Which employees are offered data training?”

Australia Japan Singapore US Global
DECISION-MAKERS

All employees

39%
43%

28%
49%

39%

Some employees not in 
traditional data roles

24%
21%

31%
13%

25%

Only employees in 
traditional data roles (e.g., 
analytics, data science)

37%
36%

41%
38%

37%
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• Skilled staff and companywide support are lacking. For basic data 
training, APJ organizations (especially in Japan) are far more likely 
to use courses designed in-house than from a service or technology 
partner. Unfortunately, many respondents from APJ enterprises said 
their organization lacks the skilled staff and subject knowledge needed 
to design and deliver effective data courses, especially in advanced 
topics. Thirty-nine percent said training materials are inadequate, which 
was the top challenge in our survey (see Figure 2).  
Other big challenges are organizational. Despite the crucial role of top 
leadership in creating strong data cultures, only 22% of data initiatives 
come from companywide mandates or programs. Furthermore, 40% of 
surveyed decision-makers said their organization struggles to secure 
the organizational support and culture needed to offer effective data-
training initiatives. 

• Leaders and employers disagree strongly about a data training 
gap. Despite the low percentage of workers who receive formal data 
training, 79% of APJ decision-makers said their department successfully 
equips its workers with needed skills. In contrast, only 36% of 
employees think this. And dissatisfaction is greatest in Australia. 

This huge disconnect presents a serious obstacle to the maturing of data-
literacy efforts and the more mature data-driven culture that many workers 
and organizations desire. Some 67% percent of surveyed APJ employees 
(topped by those from Singapore) said they have voiced criticisms to 
managers about their data training, company data culture, and their own 
use of data. If data literacy and skilling programs are to evolve to meet 
growing needs, organizations must make it an ongoing priority to hear and 
analyze employee feedback on strengths and weaknesses.
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Figure 2

“Which of the following challenges has your department faced or currently faces in 
trying to improve its level of data skills (both basic and advanced)?”

Base: 310 director+ decision-makers at companies with 500+ employees offering data training in Australia, Japan, or Singapore
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Tableau, a Salesforce company, November 2021

Australia Japan Singapore

Lack of skilled staff to do training
44%

45%
43%

Lack of knowledge of how to 
improve data skills

38%
41%

47%

Lack of a data culture
38%

40%
44%

Lack of support from the 
wider organization

40%
38%

41%

Lack of budget
39%

38%
39%

Inadequate training materials
44%

32%
39%

Resistance from the employees
32%

31%
40%

DECISION-MAKERS
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Data Culture Improves Innovation, Decisions, And Customer Experience 

To truly leverage data for better results, APJ organizations need to 
move beyond the recognition that data literacy is imperative and keep 
operationalizing. The next step is committing to strategic scaling of efficient 
and effective companywide upskilling that can undergird a robust data 
culture. Organizations that do will see significant benefits in innovation, 
decision-making, and employee retention. 

Our research shows that both formal and informal data upskilling initiatives 
produce clear benefits across the board for employees, departments, and 
entire organizations as well as for customers and stakeholders. While all 
respondents from organizations with initiatives to improve employee data 
skills realized clear benefits, the greatest gains came from high-maturity 
programs that offered training for a wide range of skills in multiple styles 
of training and to all employees — not just those in traditional data roles.  
Among the countries in this study, organizations from Australia had the 
highest maturity initiative levels followed by Japan with Singapore having 
the lowest on average.

In surveying 623 APJ employees and decision-makers across departments, 
industries, and regions, we found that data literacy is a win-win for 
organizations and employees. 

EMPLOYEES FEEL MORE DECISIVE AND LIKELY TO STAY 

Like their counterparts worldwide, surveyed APJ workers see many 
motivations and benefits of improved data literacy, including increased 
employability (49%), pay raises (48%), perceived competency (43%), 
chances for promotion (40%), more responsibility (39%), and —topping 
all — interesting self-betterment (52%).  Organizations and employees 
who use data benefit by regularly making better and more innovated 
decisions, and employees who are given the data skills they need are 
more likely to stay at their organizations (see Figure 3).
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DEPARTMENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS ALSO BENEFIT

For their part, surveyed APJ decision-makers said they highly value not 
only the improved performance of individual data-literate employees, but 
the combined benefits they bring to their departments. These benefits 
include better customer experiences, increased revenue, and reduced 
cost (see Figure 4). Note that improved confidence in dealing with 
customers and providing a better overall customer experience is the most 
highly valued benefit. 

Figure 3

“Please indicate to what extent you agree with each of the following statements 
regarding benefits of data use.”

Base: 313 employees in all roles with three+ years experience at companies with 500+ employees in Australia, Japan, or Singapore
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Tableau, a Salesforce company, November 2021

EMPLOYEES
Australia Japan Singapore

I make better decisions when I 
can utilize data to support my 
decision-making.

87%
80%

86%

I am more likely to stay at a 
company that helps me improve 
my data skills.

90%
80%
80%

I make faster decisions when I 
can utilize data to support my 
decision-making.

88%
81%
81%

I am more likely to stay at a 
company that sufficiently trains 
me for the data skills
they expect of me.

86%
71%

83%

I am more likely to stay at a 
company that has a strong 
culture of data.

81%
69%

77%

I am more likely to take a job if it 
requires data skills.

84%
68%

74%
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Figure 4

“To what extent has your department received the following benefits from its specific 
data skills initiatives?”

Base: 310 director+ decision-makers at companies with 500+ employees offering data training in Australia, Japan, or Singapore
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Tableau, a Salesforce company, November 2021

DECISION-MAKERS
Australia Japan Singapore

Better decision-making
75%

87%
85%

Greater customer experience
72%

76%
76%

Increased innovation
77%

75%
70%

Reduced cost
67%

64%
62%

Improved retention
65%

69%
57%

Increased revenue
59%

61%
59%
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Key Recommendations

APJ organizations that invest in data literacy and upskilling at scale across all 
departments see dramatic benefits, including improved decision-making and 
productivity, as well as greater employee satisfaction and retention.

Forrester’s in-depth survey of decision-makers and employees yielded 
several important recommendations for APJ organizations working to build 
data competencies and transformational, data-driven cultures:

Think beyond training to build data skills and culture. 

Training is an important primary tool, but other interactive approaches 
also are critical. More than half of surveyed employees said they improved 
data skills through several types of knowledge sharing. Approaches can 
include office hours during which data experts with good consulting and 
teaching skills help colleagues with questions and challenges. Communities 
of practice unite people with common interests in specific data skills (e.g., 
analytics or visualization) for regular interactions, shared activities, and 
learning from each other. Organizations committed to data should explore 
and pursue these powerful training complements. Equally important: 
Managers should lead by example and use data effectively to support their 
decisions.

Seek strategic partners focused on relevant training. 

Sidestep internal resource and skills constraints with consulting partners, 
technology vendors, data literacy specialists, and others who can supply a 
wide variety of on-demand, in-person, individual or group training for specific 
technologies and roles. Make sure training is relevant to an individual’s job 
role and daily tasks.  
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Appendix A: Methodology

Appendix B: Demographics/Data
EMPLOYEE SURVEY

In this study, Forrester conducted two online surveys to 
evaluate organizational culture around data literacy. One 
survey included 1,032 director+ data program decision-
makers at global companies with 500 or more employees, 
and 310 are based in APJ. The second survey included 
1,036 employees in all roles who have three or more years 
of experience at global companies with 500 or more 
employees, and 313 of are based in APJ. Respondents 
were offered a small incentive as a thank you for the time 
spent on the survey. The study began in October 2021 and 
was completed in November 2021.

To read the full results of this 
study, please refer to the Thought 
Leadership Paper commissioned 
by Tableau, a Salesforce company, 
“Building Data Literacy.”

Project Director: Josh Blackborow, 
Market Impact Consultant

Contributing Research: Forrester’s 
technology executives and business 
insights research groups

REGION
APJ 30%

EMEA 30%

LATAM 20%

NA 20%

EMPLOYEES
20,000 or more 14%

5,000 to 19,999 20%

1,000 to 4,999 38%

500 to 999 27%

POSITION
Manager 45%

Project manager 22%

Full-time practitioner 34%

DECISION-MAKER SURVEY

REGION
APJ 30%

EMEA 30%

LATAM 20%

NA 20%

EMPLOYEES
20,000 or more 9%

5,000 to 19,999 25%

1,000 to 4,999 40%

500 to 999 26%
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POSITION
VP 29%

Director 71%

INDUSTRIES (TOP 7)
Financial services and/or insurance 9%

Technology and/or technology 
services 9%

Retail 9%

Manufacturing and materials 8%

Transportation and logistics 7%

Business or professional services 6%

Travel and hospitality 6%

DEPARTMENT (TOP 7)
IT 13%

Marketing/advertising 13%

Operations 11%

Finance/accounting 10%

Analytics/business intelligence 10%

Human resources/training 10%

Customer experience 9%

ANNUAL REVENUE (USD)
More than $5 billion 7%

$1 billion to $5 billion 15%

$500 million to $999 million 22%

$400 million to $499 million 13%

$300 million to $399 million 11%

$200 million to $299 million 12%

$100 million to $199 million 10%

$1 million to $99 million 9%
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Appendix C: Maturity Definitions
DEFINING DATA INITIATIVE MATURITY

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Tableau, a Salesforce company, November 2021

High-maturity data 
initiatives (n=50)

Medium-maturity data 
initiatives (n=657)

Low-maturity data 
initiatives (n=102)

Data initiative 
maturity is based on:

High number of skills  
(6 or more) (n=288)

Medium number of 
skills (3 to 5) (n=455)

Low number of skills  
(2 or fewer) (n=289)

Number of skills 
offered training for

Training offered to  
all employees  

(n=313)

Training offered to 
some employees not 

in traditional data 
roles (n=200)

Training offered to 
only employees in 

traditional data roles 
(n=296)

Training availability

High number of 
initiatives (4 or more)

(n=212)

Medium number of 
initiatives (2 to 3)

(n=564)

Low number of 
initiatives (1 or fewer)

(n=256)

Types of data 
training initiatives
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